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The future of organic and sustainable agriculture

Harvest of Organic &RSPO certified palm fruit being hauled by
oxen on the Palmares Tequendama farm
By John McCloskey - Commercial Manager Daabon USA

T

he year 2010 ended with the good news that Daabon
has received the Round Table on Sustainable Palm
( RSPO ) certification for its organic palm oil
production. Many customers in the U.S.A. are interested
in a certification of sustainability for palm oil based on
credible standards with universal recognition.

countries which have created organic standards, while
sustainable certification is still based on a certification
by different professional associations, which is not legally
binding. It remains to be seen if sustainable follows the
path of organic and is eventually incorporated into law.
Meanwhile it is important that a sustainable standard for
palm oil come from an organization such as RSPO that is
recognized around the world, and which is representative
of the industry, since it includes growers, refiners,
manufacturers, traders, and retailers.

One of the main differences between an organic
certification and a sustainable certification is that the
organic certification is now official, based on the law of

Cont. pag. 3

Fine tuning our
corporate governance
By Manuel Julián Dávila - Chief Executive Officer Daabon Group

I

n a country like Colombia, that still registers
deficient levels of transparency related to land
legality, tenancy, and tax information, added to the
fact that a large part of the rural population is claiming
territory because of ancestral traditions or as survival
techniques, the expansion of operations or simple
land acquisitions may become one of the most painful
processes for a company yet.

Mr Manuel Julian Davila –
CEO Daabon Group

Cont. pag. 4
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Climate change will force the re-thinking and adjustment of
the agricultural, industrial, and mining systems of the world
if we wish to preserve an environment suitable for life
By Mr. Alberto Dávila Díaz Granados –
Chairman of the Board

crisis which we are trying to resolve
in order to prevent the loss of jobs. A
considerable number of employees are
directly affected, given that on the
banana farms the ratio of workers to
land is one person per hectare.

T

here has been an abundance
of speculation, investigations,
demonstrations, and predictions
regarding Global Warming or Climate
Change. However many aspects of
this world phenomenon are yet still
to be known, and they will have to be
experienced ,even as we still believe
that we have solutions and strategies to
deal with them.
The countries, organizations, scientists,
environmental watchdogs, experts in
general, and even the most humble
beings of the world are asking questions
and making predictions about this evil
which seems to have neither beginning
nor end. On a daily basis new studies
appear estimating the magnitude and
time frame of possible catastrophes’, but
at the same time life goes on as before
with activities that are increasingly
detrimental to the climate. We can all
agree that the predominant factor that
negatively affects the functioning of
the planet, and increases the severity
of Global Warming, is precisely those
activities planned and carried out by
human beings in an irresponsible way,
justified by the commercial necessities
of mankind known as Supply and
Demand.
There have been more than enough postcatastrophe speeches and repetitive
predictions made according to the
interests and specific life experiences
of the authors. Climate Change in the
21st century is an unavoidable reality
that must be confronted in order
to minimize its effect in a general,
integral, and definitive way, regardless
of political and religious differences of
opinion.
Colombia is experiencing great suffering
in the midst of the heaviest rains
in recent history, entire towns have
disappeared due to flooding of rivers.
Thousands of human lives have been
buried under the rubble of homes and
the avalanches caused by the excess of
water. The damage and loss that affect
Colombian agriculture are incalculable.
Hundreds of kilometers of roads have
been destroyed, isolating regions and
cities, endangering the general Health
system, and increasing the misery of
thousands of fellow citizens. Small,
medium, and large farmers have lost
not only their harvest this year, but

Chairman Mr. Alberto Davila and Mrs.
Carmen Abondano de Davila celebrating
their 50th wedding anniversary.

Climate Change in
the 21st century is an
unavoidable reality that
must be confronted in
order to minimize its effect
in a general, integral, and
definitive way, regardless
of political and religious
differences of opinion.

also their investments, perennial crops,
animals, homes, and other belongings.
Many people have taken refuge in
improvised shelters, depending upon
the will of God and help from their
families, but still with the hope that
help will come from different levels
of government and will allow them to
return to what is left of their homes
and begin the task of rebuilding, often
from zero.
Daabon has been seriously affected by
this tragedy, and as a result of the floods
banana production, managed by La
Samaria, a Daabon subsidiary, has been
considerably reduced. A lot of farmland
in full production was destroyed by the
floods, causing large financial losses.
This has also created an administrative
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Although this has been a severe blow
for the company to absorb, we are
prepared and are now advancing with
a plan of action. It has been necessary
to use our own resources, as well as
obtain external lines of credit, in order
to resolve the crisis. The first trimester
of 2011 will be the the most difficult
and bleak since the beginning of La
Samaria, but we expect that by the
last trimester production and revenue
will return to former levels. However,
in spite of all the problems, customers
have been taken care of in the best way
possible, and we thank them for their
support and understanding during this
difficult time.
Considering the disastrous events of
2010 related to climate change that
have affected flor and fauna, and
caused the loss of thousands of human
lives, I believe that the time has come
to stop giving speeches and to begin to
act in a more serious way to repair the
damage done to the planet over many
years, as well as to save as much as
possible of what is left of Biodiversity
and Ecosystems in the world. This
can be achieved by first enforcing
the laws governing the environment,
and second, by creating solid new
production strategies that are socially,
environmentally, and economically
viable. Government should reward
those that act correctly and responsibly
according to the law, while at the same
time punishing those who act outside
the law and prejudice environmental
equilibrium.
Daabon, as a group of companies
dedicated to the agro-industrial
production of food, decided more
than 20 years ago to abandon ways
of working the land, phitosanitary
treatments, and fertilization that in any
way led to increasing the environmental
disequilibrium known as Climate
Change. With this goal in mind,
Daabon transformed its conventional
system of agriculture, evolving to
a 100% organic system in all of its
agricultural divisions. An Organic and
Sustainable program was decisively
implemented, and is still in place today,
being continually perfected.
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By John McCloskey - Commercial Manager Daabon USA

I

n recent years various standards
have been created for social and/
or environmental aspects of
agriculture, covering a broad spectrum
of agricultural products, and most of
these certifications are recognized
in the market place and command a
premium for the products involved.
However, in the case of palm oil, the
RSPO has created a comprehensive set
of standards that apply exclusively to
palm oil, and so
this certification
has been widely
commented
and
is a good reason
for
the
high
expectations
of
both the palm
oil industry and
consumers
that
the future of palm
oil will be different
from the past.
Sustainability
is
a word that has
been widely and indiscriminately
used, becoming a convenient way
of giving credibility to different
products, and on occasion being used
for greenwashing. So a big challenge
for RSPO was in formulating a set
of standards that are both credible,
and applicable at all levels of the
business. For organic palm growers it
is a standard that is compatible with
organic certification, allowing the use
of a double certification, Organic/
Sustainable.
Organics is the largest segment of
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the global food industry based on
environmental and social standards,
but today it faces serious challenges to
its survival as an ethical philosophy and
must adapt to changing circumstances.
There is a growing tendency towards
commoditization of many organic
products, along with the lower prices
that accompany this phenomenon,
and which are a threat to the viability
of small organic farms. This tendency
also encourages the
rapid growth of large
conventional brands
which have a presence
in
the
organic
market,
including
the
increasingly
popular private label
brands of retailers .
This reality requires
a delicate balancing
act to ensure that
the original spirit of
organic
agriculture
is maintained in the
face of a commercial
approach based on bottom line
economics.
So the task that awaits Daabon U.S.A.
in 2011 is the implementation of a
strategy that makes the best possible
use of the RSPO certification, while at
the same time safeguarding the original
significance of organic farming, all in
the best interests of manufacturers
and consumers who are trying to make
sense of a rapidly evolving situation
in which organic and sustainable have
been joined together.

Fine tuning our corporate governance
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New type of organization to manage
international communications of Daabon
By Manuel Julián Dávila - Chief Executive Officer Daabon Group

L

ast year, one of the
Groups’ major challenges
was to prove its good
faith in a land purchase
situation.
The
unknown
complexity of this situation
became an enormous learning
process and main driver of
essential changes for all of
the DAABON business units;
vital changes were required
in terms of new protocols

and Informed Consent), also
enforced by the Roundtable
for Sustainable Palm Oil
scheme.

for the establishment of
any productive, agricultural
or industrial venture that
may relate to any of our
companies, solely or through a
joint-venture, in a national or
international setting.

This new approach will
facilitate C.I. Tequendama
S.A.S.
expansions
in
any potential area, place
information in the hands of the
community, and reach consent
with
local
stakeholders.
The
company
will
be

Besides strict Due Diligence
and sustainability assessments,
we have adopted the widely
accepted and recognized FPIC
methodology (Free, Prior

Group of small growers from “Asoblanpalmas”
making official their project with Daabon
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reaffirming its commitment
to comply with all national
legal frameworks, will avoid
difficulties generated by delays
in accessing tax data bases,
and above all, initiate projects
that correspond faithfully
in the context of local social
and environmental realities.
DAABON projects should
represent an opportunity of
growth for the company and
the accompanying players.
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Palm oil
under
intense
press
scrutiny in
Europe
By Diego Garcia - Expert in vegetable oils
Brochenin SA France

T

here is an ongoing phenomenon
happening in the press, which
tries to manipulate the masses,
a type of mantra that evolves every
decade or so: there is a very unsafe
vegetable oil and there is a great one.
Back in the 70´s Colza Oil was
considered the “bad” oil, and it was
even banned in the USA for a long
time; at that same time, it was the best
you could get derived from corn. Then,
in the 80´s, the so-called “tropical
oils” were crucified in America while
sunflower became widely accepted. A
few days ago it was Olive Oil and now
we are back to Colza whose Omega
3 and oleic acids are considered
beneficial.
Nowadays Palm Oil is being attacked
because of its effects on wildlife and
deforestation in Sumatra; Indonesia
has banned these practices but its
governmental institutions succumb
to corruption. It is also being frowned
upon because of its “saturated fat
content and health concerns”.
In the end, there is no absolute
“worst” or “best” oil. It all depends
on the specific use that it has in
pharmaceutical, cosmetic, or health
fields.
The main contribution of palm oil is its
great capacity to remain stable against
oxidation; this being at the same time
the main issue that concerns oils and
fats. Palm Oil’s content of antioxidants
(a mixture of tocotrienols and different
carotens), its fatty acid composition,
and the simple deodorizing process
that it undergoes, makes it the best
in its class for conserving its chemical
properties.
A little known fact about palm oil is
its potential to address one of the
biggest modern concerns: obesity and
over-weight. The medical community
suggests that hunger suppressors are
a solution, but guess what, palm oil,
due to its fats components, reduces the
need to eat larger quantities of food.

Crude palm oil – Organic
and RSPO certified

Besides health “arguments”, there is
a different kind of production when
it is sourced from organic certified
agriculture. Palm oil becomes an ally
of agricultural ecosystems, and is
especially beneficial for heavily eroded
and degraded land. Its social impact is
no less vital since in key areas of the
world, it constitutes the only family
income.
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The main contribution
of palm oil is its great
capacity to remain stable
against oxidation; this
being at the same time
the main issue that
concerns oils and fats.

Clean development mechanism project
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By Farouk Fuentes - Environmental Coordinator
South Zone Daabon Group

T

he
story
behind
C.I.
Tequendama´s
“Umbrella”
or
“Clean
Development
Mechanism (CDM) project is quite
unique since it integrates a series of
positive situations; this ultimately
placed the company in a favorable
position in terms of climate change
and damage mitigation. One of the first
main elements was that the Agricultural
Vice-presidency established, as one of
its business strategies, the generation
of both clean energy and Certificates
of Emission Reduction (CER); using
no more than the existing water
treatment plants and extraction mill
effluents. The CER´s are meant to be
sold to industrialized countries that
have signed the Kyoto Protocol and
need to reduce their Greenhouse Gas
emissions. This is considered a huge
challenge for this specific company
division, bearing in mind that the
focus is growth, crops and harvest of
palm oil fruit.
Usually, future growth of palm oil
companies in Colombia does not
include a CER generation portfolio or
the generation of energy from clean
sources, regardless of their heavy and
historical use of biomass for steam
generation, where they are considered
self-sufficient.
The importance and responsibility of
the project in our social development

became even more relevant when the
company decided to return whatever
amount of effluents generated by
their processed fruit through CERs.
This premium is then placed in a
Fair-trade like scheme that includes
workers and community; resources
are only to be used in environment,
education and shelter. This creates fair
trade commerce between Tequendama
and its entire supply base. DAABON
wants to share positive results created
by the project as it has done with
previous processes (RSPO, Organic
and Biodiversity)
All of these mentioned factors, and
not its physical operation, make this
project unique. These features have
made C.I. Tequendama S.A. worthy
of a grant from the World Biomass
Fund and recognition from the Dutch
Embassy in Colombia.

Parallel to this, our health
and safety officials
are preparing a risk
assessment document
to be implemented at a
full operational stage and
Tequendama Workers
Committee is developing
the bylaws of the Premium
Regulation entity.

View of the área where the MDL
project will take place
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Engineer Farouk Fuentes checking the
initiation of work on the MDL project

What stage of the project
are we at?
As of today, more than 40% of the civil
engineering work has been completed
on the first phase (second to be
developed in 2015). It will lodge more
than 34.000 cubic meters of effluents
in a pool 6 meter deep. We have
enhanced depth and temperature to
ensure complete digestion of organic
matter.
Parallel to this, our health and safety
officials are preparing a risk assessment
document to be implemented at a full
operational stage and Tequendama
Workers Committee is developing the
bylaws of the Premium Regulation
entity.
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Overview: 2011 corporate responsibility and
un global compact report

Students from the school located in Bananero de Pelechua –
after a day of planting trees, organized by C.I. La Samaria S.A.S.
By Felipe Guerrero - Sustainability / CDM Manager
Daabon Group

B

ack in 2008 when Mr. Manuel
Davila, CEO of DAABON,
envisioned a possibility for
our company to put together a
sustainability profile, I immediately
linked it to a process used by huge
multinationals; the type of companies
where minor changes affect thousands
of employees.
I can freely confess that we were far
from being able to consider eventually
measuring efficiency and performance
of our productive schemes through a
simple report. Today I admit that it has
been an extraordinary method to prove
the competence of our sustainability
policies and efficiency. This is now
considered the yearly outcome of the
company, and more specifically, of our
Sustainability Department.
Our 2009 (first one ever) report was
an internal understanding process that
required strong team work. Everyone,
in one way or another, was involved
in scrutinizing available data meant
for specific purposes; on countless
occasions, inconsistencies came up as
a result of different grouping, analysis
and management. It was even more
complex when we had to access what
was apparently irrelevant data that
was kept in archives in a non official
manner; even when selecting the
appropriate recycled paper and soy
ink, providers where hard to find in

Today I admit
that it has been
an extraordinary
method to prove
the competence of
our sustainability
policies and
efficiency.
our country. At the end, we feel our
bumpy ride was a success.
Now working on our 2010 version,
available on our webpage as of early
June, we are excited to be appointed
again as developers. It is going to be
a rich, company personality-filled

Guacharaca ( Ortalis garrula ) – bird which
lives on the Palmares Tequendama farm
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document, that aims to be verified
independently, thus increasing our
grading. We expect to add the typical
robustness particular only to skill.
DAABON is very excited to report on
key elements such as: Fair-trade CDM,
a unique mixture of state-of-the-art
technology, economic incentives and
premiums, our recently achieved RSPO
certification, additional biodiversity
studies carried out, efficient resource
use, and social work carried out with
our colleagues in the field.
Additionally and complementary
to our efforts in transparency, since
July 2010 our group of companies
adhered to the United Nations Global
Compact, an initiative that seeks
through member states that private
entities act as nations in targeting
the Millennium Objectives. It is an
honor to be included in the Colombia
Chapter as the sole company in the
palm oil industry. This scheme only
adds components to the GRI structure.
We emphasize the fact that all of the
steps taken towards reporting and
involving stakeholders constitute a
clear transparency objective that the
DAABON directors have set; we are
striving to continuously deliver up
to date information to all interested
parties, not only to succeed as a
company but to create business with
clients that identify with us at a social
and environmental level.

Rspo certification
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Daabon palm oil production is RSPO certified and
identity preserved

By Astrid Duque - Account Executive Daabon UK

“The scope of certification only included the entities owned
by Daabon (i.e with more than 51% of share participation).
The audit included review of documentation, site visits,
meetings with CI Tequendama stakeholders and interviews
of Daabon staff.
During the five days of this audit (from 9th August to
13th August of 2010), the ProForest observer was given
permission to observe the auditing team in all its activities
including opening meeting, plantation and smallholder visits,
stakeholder interviews and closing meeting:

I

Daabon provided all necessary means for the SGS auditors
to carry out their work properly. The observer noted that
Daabon staff cooperated fully with the auditing team
requests. All documentation necessary for the audit was
made available and access was granted to all places requested
by the auditors.

Mr. Jacob Salahudin and Mr. Gregory Rick - RSPO
auditors revising documents during the audit for
certification of Daabon / C.I. Tequendama S.A.S.

t was a long and
challenging process but
we were determined to
get our mill and plantations
certified RSPO. The official
certification announcement
was made on the first week of
December 2010, and we were
delighted to become the first
Organic and Latin-American
producer RSPO certified.

Background
In June 2009 DAABON
commissioned SGS Malasya
to develop Local Indicators

The observer found that the audit team carried out their work
effectively and professionally. Based on what was observed,
there is found to be no non-compliance of the audit team to
the requirements of the RSPO Certification Systems.”

specific to DAABON, and
to validate and adjust
these indicators through
stakeholder
consultation.
A
fully
comprehensive
report was produced with
comments and feedback from
stakeholders, all of which
were addressed and taken
in consideration to produce
the final version used for
our audit. The integrity
and results of the process
were followed by ProForest
and approved by the RSPO
Executive Board.

Visit to “La Fe” farm of Mr. Alfonso Cahuana, small
grower member of the Alliances – during the audit for
RSPO certification

(Source ProForest Observation Report)

The C.I. Tequendama S.A.S.
audit to its supply base
located in the Magdalena
and Cesar Departments,
in Colombia, took place in
August 2010. Following our
commitment to transparency,
we extended invitations to
OXFAM,
GREENPEACE
and WWF to be present as
observers. We also requested
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ProForest to become an
independent observer of our
audit to provide information
to our stakeholders about
our RSPO audit.
Not only we have become
the first Western company to
be RSPO compliant, but our
entire production is available
for our customers on Identity
Preserved Scheme.
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Las Américas Free Trade Zone: Latinamerica´s
first sustainable free trade zone

View of Las Americas Free Trade Zone
By Alex Lewis
- Manager of Las Americas Free Trade Zone

A

Free Trade Zone (FTZ) is defined
as an area within national
boundaries, in which customs and
tax conditions are modified in comparison
to the rest of the country; “this allows
for storage, manipulation and processing
of raw inputs without the restrictions
of customs applicable in other areas of
storage and distribution”.
In Santa Marta, the DAABON Group
implemented the assembly of the
Americas Free Trade Zone, the first one of
its kind to be considered sustainable in a
Latin American context. Its arquitectural
and urban design allows the project to
be easily embedded in the surrounding
ecosystem, thus creating the conditions
necessary to develop advanced waste

In Santa Marta, the DAABON
Group implemented the
assembly of the Americas
Free Trade Zone, the first one
of its kind to be considered
sustainable in a Latin
American context.
recycling and re-use systems, rain water
collection and use, water treatment
systems, and clean energy production and
efficiency.
With this available infrastructure,
FTZ´s main objective is to promote
the development of the agroindustry

View of the port of Santa Marta – from
where Daabon Group ships its exports
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that relates to the DAABON bussiness
model (Palm Oil, Banana, Coffee, Cocoa,
and others), eventually creating new
raw inputs from our productive units.
These dynamics will represent for Santa
Marta and the region new development
paradigms and will generate fixed
employment for qualified and nonqualified personnel.
The preparations in this area are meant
to be ready by mid 2011. Even so, three
industrial users are already undergoing
assembly: a soap and glycerine company
(Caribbean EcoSoaps), a steam generator
(Atlantic Steam and Energy) and a
developer (Construfranca). In the
medium and long term, we are expecting
soy, fertilizer, and box processing facilities.
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Biodiversity inventories on the palm, banana,
and coffee farms of the Daabon Group

By Carolina Torrado - Environmental Management Group Coordinator Daabon

Howling Monkey ( Alouatta seniculus ) –
lives on the farm Don Shangri-la Alberto

B

iological
Diversity
or
Biodiversity is defined as the
variety of forms of life and
adaptations of living organisms to
the different environments of the
biosphere, and is present in any place
capable of supporting human life.
The big challenge in recent years has
been to conserve the areas of greatest
biodiversity and to recover those
that have been damaged throughout
the world, in many cases by the
irresponsible actions of humans.

A step towards the
conservation of the planet
On the palm, banana, and coffee
farms of the Daabon Group,
an investigative project called
“Biodiversity Elements” is being
carried out within the framework of

an agree men twitch the University
of Magdalena. It consists of identify
in gthemostre present ative vegetable
and animal species on the farms, with
the goal of developing strategies that
guarantee their survival.
The first observations and data
collection were done in the dry sea
son on the palm and coffee farms,
and in the rainy season on the banana
farms, which implies doing the same in
opposite’s ea sons during the next stage
of the project, to gather information on
existing biodiversity during the en tire
year. Our geographical area is defined
by these two seasons, dry and rainy,
and the presence absence of some
species depends on environmental
conditions.
The investigation has so far been
able to identify in the cultivated

and conservation areas of the
Tequendama palm farm a total of
157 species, of which 65 are birds,
26 are amphibians and reptiles, 14
are mammals us species, and 52 are
wild plants. In the cultivated and
forest areas of La Samaria banana
farm there are 70 species of birds, 20
mammals us species, 27 amphibians
and reptiles, and 50 species of wild
plants.
On the Kyoto and Tolima coffee
farms, along with their natural
conservation areas ( an important
option to conserve and protect the
Sierra Nevada of Santa Marta ),
we have identified 40 species of
birds, 18 mammals species, and 15
amphibians and reptiles. It should
be mentioned that here are found
6 endemic species that is species
which are unique to this region.

The investigation has so
far been able to identify
in the cultivated and
conservation areas of
the Tequendama palm
farm a total of 157
species, of which 65 are
birds, 26 are amphibians
and reptiles, 14 are
mammals us species,
and 52 are wild plants.
Donacobius ( Donacobius atricapillus ) bird
that lives on the Palmares Tequendama farm
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Welcome to our new managing director at
Daabon Organic Japan

Norimasa Kawanishi, Daabon Japan Managing Director and Mr. Manuel
Solano, Deputy Chief of Mission at the Embassy of Colombia in Seoul
during a Daabon launch event at a major retailer in South Korea.

W

e welcome Mr. Norimasa Kawanishi
who replaced Mr. Juan Pablo Campos,
who established the Company and
developed distribution for Daabon products
during his 9 year tenure.
Norimasa joined our Japan Team last June after
working at the JAL Group for over 24 years.
Although an outsider to the Organic Food
Industry, his rich background in logistics and
hospitality is helping him to quickly learn the
secrets of this business. Juan Pablo remains a
Shareholder and Board Member at Daabon
Organic Japan and has agreed to stay close to
our operation throughout the first 12 months of
transition.
Back in Colombia Juan Pablo has taken over the
coffee export operation and continues to work
closely with Daabon offices around the world
to further develop our coffee beans distribution.
Through Daabon Japan we continue to
strengthen our ties with our customers in South
Korea, China, Taiwan, Malaysia and Singapore.
Picture: Norimasa Kawanishi, Daabon Japan
Managing Director and Mr. Manuel Solano,
Deputy Chief of Mission at the Embassy of
Colombia in Seoul during a Daabon launch
event at a major retailer in South Korea.

Box for the organic bananas produced by C.I.La
Samaria S.A.S. and imported by Daabon Jap
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Trend in Asia – Latin-american trade
relations

By Juan Pablo Campos - Director of bean coffee division Group Daabon

Organic and Rainforest Alliance certified coffee – produced on
the Tolima and Kyoto farms and imported by Daabon Japan

W

orking with Asian partners can
be at times frustrating due to
the extended decision making
periods and differences in business culture.
Nonetheless, we are now experiencing that
the Asia – Latin America decade is not a
myth but more and more a reality.
Just as green business is booming, so is the
interest of Asian nations in Latin America,
especially in sustainable projects. From
organic agriculture to sustainable processed
foods and alternative energy sources, we
find that the experience, technological
development, and demand in Asia will
power the next generation of business
development in our region.

Organic food consumption in countries like
Japan or South Korea is not experiencing
rapid growth yet, but is not decreasing
either. Finally we see Japan legislators
moving to regulate trans fats, while
South Korea implements its new organic
standard which will give consumers further
reassurance with respect to the difference
between organic and conventional food
products.
We expect to grow based on years of
experience in sustainable projects, our
network in Asia, and the need to supply
food, energy and resources to the fastest
growing region in the world.

Organic food
consumption in
countries like
Japan or South
Korea is not
experiencing rapid
growth yet, but
is not decreasing
either.

From page 4

Arhuaco and Kogi Indians – during the quality examination for
the sale of their organic coffee to Ecobio Colombia Ltda.
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Management report 2010 for C.I. La Samaria S.A.S.
By Ruben Caballero – Agricultural
manager northern Daabon Group

W

ith the strong
intention
of
consolidating
as the largest organic
banana producer in the
world, C.I. La Samaria
S.A.S accomplished its
goals intended for 2010
according to its Strategic
Development Plan, based
on a sustainable and fair
foundation; despite the
adversities
of
climate
change suffered for the
past two years.
The strategies followed by
the company have been
re-structured in six (6)
major areas of operations
to
balance
weather
conditions:
1. Quality Assurance
and Protection of
agricultural areas
2. Production
3. Quality
4. Costs
5. Certifications
6. Investments
Strategy implementation is
consolidated through a set
of annual action projects
that are formulated and

Total renewal with new organic banana
plants – on the Bonanza farm

implemented during this
new stage. These plans act as
follow-up tools to monitor
accomplishment of the 6
mentioned strategies, each
evaluated through indicator
that measure the scope of
the obtained results.
Quality Assurance and
Protection of agricultural
areas

company now works on
methods
to
physically
protect
each
of
the
productive units and the
surrounding communities,
especially those prone to
annual floods. Economic,
social and technological
measures will be taken to
ensure business compliance.
Production

Thanks to the support given
by the Board of Directors
and the commitment of
the
management
and
operational
staff,
the

The

Mrs. Alix Karina Toro, employee of the Platanal farm –
applying a treatment to the crowns of organic bananas

intense

weather

registered in 2010 showed
accumulated figures above
75 inches, 120% more than
historical records show.
This phenomenon delayed
growth and development of
the crops, and by the last
trimester, a considerable
amount
of
hectares
were left underwater.
We anticipate at least a
year is necessary for full
recovery.

Continues page 13
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View of the Don Diego banana farm

In 2011thecompany has merged the
whole range of fruit specifications that
are required by our clients and specific
markets into a single document. This
information has enhanced the Quality
Manual developed for DAABON´s
organic bananas, which details the
high standards delivered to every
market including: USA, EU, and Asia.

Costs
The price gap between conventional
and organic banana is closing in
consumer countries, in spite of the
increase in organic supply. This is why
it is vital to reduce costs in 2011 to
guarantee the economic viability of
the operations, and compensate for

the organic certification. The strict full
fitment of the cost reduction process
is accurately controlled and monitored
through the administrative integrated
tools available, SAP and SIAGRI, both
functioning for the past two years.

Certifications
For the last 15 years, we have kept and
maintained our organic, social, and
environmental certifications, as well as
our quality and processing standards.
This is why we can offer our customers
these certified standards: NOP/USA,
Reg. 834/2007 and 889/2008 for the
EU, JAS for Japan, GOAA for Korea,
Global GAP, Rainforest Alliance,
SA8000 and Tesco´s Nature Scheme.

5. Construction of a dedicated airstrip
for our organic plantations within our
farms.
The investments proposed are
managed
by
chronograms
and
execution plans; and supported by
a controlled budget supervised by
DAABON´s board. Our objective is
to avoid any delays and enhance the
development of each system.

Investment
For the last 15 years,
we have kept and
maintained our
organic, social,
and environmental
certifications, as well
as our quality and
processing standards.

We would like to mention some of the
approved projects to be executed in
2011.
1. Planting of 200 additional hectares
2. Construction of 2 extra packing
houses technologically fitted for postharvest handling.
3. Continuance of the work being
carried out to build a reservoir to
fight drought, filled exclusively with
rainwater and runoff.
4. Purchase of 8 new refrigerated
semi trailer trucks to consolidate our
existent logistics.
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Loading operation at Cancun farm for a container of
organic bananas destined for export
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Management report 2010
By Walter Ritzel - Southern agricultural-industrial Manager - Group Daabon

a replanting process was carried out,
and totaled 25.4 hectares. In general
terms, the group planted, replanted
and renovated 263 hectares.

South of Bolivar and
Magdalena alliances
Regarding the Magdalena Alliances,
their production increased by 80%
compared to last year. South of Bolivar
Alliances increased by 56%.

Extraction mill
Compared to 2009, the C.I.
Tequendama S.A.S. extraction mill
processed a total of 10,581 additional
tons. That is equivalent to a 10.9%
increment in weight and a 4.1%
increment in the forecast.
Daily harvest of organic palm fruit to supply the
crude oil expelling process at the Tequendama mill

I

Palm plantations

n 2010, rainfall in the Palm Oil
plantations exceeded historical
records by 120%. Regarding
production
of
fruit
bunches,
Tequendama increased its production
by 5.2% and 6.8% in terms of 2009
production and the projected budget,
with an average of 23.72 ton/hectares.
In the case of theAriguani Farm,
the production was 9.5% and 4.7%
higher when compared to the 2009
production and projected budget. The
Gavilan Farm was struck by an atypical
300% increase in precipitation, which
damaged the main access roads to the
extraction mill and secondary roads
within the farm; a total of 52 days of
labor and harvest could not be carried
out. This farm compared to 2009, had
a 2.4% reduction in production and
reached only 91.2% of the forecast.
The last 3 months of 2010 had the
lowest production rate and lowered
the annual average, ending with yields
of 21.11 ton/hectare.

New plantings - replantings
and renovations 2010
In 2010, new plantings in the
Ariguani farm totaled 1.7 hectares,
in the Gavilan farm 22.1 hectares, in
the Las Mercedes Farm 150 hectares,
and in C.I. Palmed 11.8 hectares,
limited by weather conditions and
the river protection barriers. We
also carried out replantings in the
Southern Bolivar area comprised of
52 hectares. In the Tequendama Farm,

Palm kernel oil mill
At the end of 2010, a new Palm Kernel
Oil extraction mill came on line, with
an initial pressing capacity of 55 tons
per day, functioning 24 hours a day
to double press palm kernel, and in
2011 it will be upgraded to 75 tons
per day. The main characteristic is
its capacity to double press and not
produce any waste. When the palm
kernel is double pressed, the extraction
rate increases from 40% to 44%, and
Palm Kernel Cake is of better quality
because of the lower oil content. In
2010 we processed 143% more palm
kernel and extracted 157% more palm
kernel oil.

At the end of 2010, a new Palm Kernel Oil extraction mill
came on line, with an initial pressing capacity of 55 tons
per day, functioning 24 hours a day to double press palm
kernel, and in 2011 it will be upgraded to 75 tons per day.
The main characteristic is its capacity to double press
and not produce any waste.

The new Las Mercedes plantations,
located in La Guajira and with a 2
year old crop, increased its production
in 430%, and exceeded the forecast by
154%. The La Quinta Farm, owned
by C.I. Palmed produced 128% more
than in 2009, but due to the increased
rainfall, it could only accomplish
60% of the forecast. Overall, we can
say that all of the plantations owned/
operated by DAABON increased their
production by 8.1% compared to last
year, and exceeded the total forecast
by 1.7%.
Agricultural Engineer Leonard Barros during a technical visit to the
farm of small growers Mrs Felipe García and Mr Roberto Padilla
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Second “Alberto Davila Diazgranados” Soccer Tournament

C.I. Tequendama S.A.S., Palmalianza, Cooagrobellaena, and
Coopalbongo teams – in the tournament’s official opening ceremony

Mr Alfonso Davila Abondano performing the honorary ball toss to initiate
the Soccer Tournament II for employees and small growers

T

he soccer team of C.I. Tequendama- Alliances
Division won the championship of the Second
“Alberto Davila Diazgranados” Soccer Tournament,
held at the sports center of La Maria farm in Aracataca.

by the engineer Walter Ritzel Feske, general manager of C.I.
Tequendama S.A., and all his professional and technical
support group, and his efforts were applauded by the small
growers. The support of the teams that participated in the
tournament and also formed an organizing committee, as
well as the support of the Alliances management team, was
fundamental in making the to ornament a success.

This event is considered to be the most important activity
of integration and recreation for the Tequendama Alliances.
Along with the C.I. Tequendama S.A.S – Alliances Division
team the revere three more teams, two of the were made up
of members of the palm growers cooperatives Coopalbongo
and Cooagrobellaena who finished in second and fourth
place respectively, while the third team came from the Palm
growers Alliance Foundation-Palmalianza and finished in
third place.

Vallenato music and drumming, along with a lot of
happiness and color, were in evidence during the three days
in which the tournament was played.

This event is considered to be the most
important activity of integration and
recreation for the Tequendama Alliances.
Along with the C.I. Tequendama S.A.S

Mr. Alfonso Dávila Abondano, agricultural vice-president
of the Daabon Group, had the honor of throwing out
the first ball and officially declaring the two ornaments
underway. The organization of the event was taken care of

C. I. Tequendama S.A.S. supports
education in south Bolívar
By Patricia Apreza – Daabon’s Social ProjectsCoordinator.

A

school garden was established by the students of the Rio viejo
Education al Institution, with the support of the coordinator
of this RuraL School, located in the municipality of Palomas
Blancas, and with the cooperation of C.I. Tequendama and the
Palm Growers Association of Palomas Blancas – Asoblanpalmas.
This is a program for children oriented to Wards strengthening
love and respect for nature, along with agricultural activities, in
conjunction with an academic program. The money received for the
sale of the fruit cultivated in the garden is used to buy supplies for
the garden, as well as teach in aids.
“We started off well and now that we are harvesting the first fruit
from the garden everybody is very happy”, explains the school
teacher Virginia Nieto Panizza.
“Having this garden makes us feel happy and very proud, since
no other schools in this area have one”, says a mother in the
community.
Other testimonies of the grade school level students of the Rio Viejo
Education al Institution in Palomas Blancas indicate the positive
impact of this small but significant activity:
• “This is a very good program and we are proud to have it”
• “The garden is important because we learn how to grow vegetables
and to be responsible”
• “I am happy because I have a responsibility and bet we en all of us
we keep the garden clean”.
• “Thanks to Tequendama and to Daabon for every thing”
• “Thanksto Tequendama and toDaabonforeverything”
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Above and below : Students from Blancas Palomas Rural
School – supported by C.I. Tequendama S.A.S. and
Asoblanpalmas ( Blancas Palomas Palm Growers Association )

